Walker Environmental Group provides a wide range of transportation, recycling and disposal services to industrial, commercial and institutional customers across southern Ontario. Our shop is responsible for maintaining the many pieces of equipment.

**Walking Floor**
- Walking floor trailers are used to transport a variety of bulk materials such as waste, compost and recyclables.
- A mechanical system on the floor of the trailer unloads waste by “walking” it out.
- Walker Environmental Group uses 53-foot aluminum walking floor trailers.
- These lighter trailers allow more material to be transported. That means more volume is moved with less trips using less fuel and producing fewer greenhouse gases.

**Dump Trailers**
- Dump trailers transport materials that are denser in volume and must be tipped into a specific location.
- They transport materials such as soils, source separated organics and biosolids.
- Our fleet runs 36-foot aluminum dump trailers.

**Roll-Off and Lugger Trucks**
- These vehicles drop off and pick up containers from customer locations.
- The container is transported empty to the customer and left at their site to be filled.
- The truck picks up the filled container for transport to a waste management facility for recycling, processing or disposal.
- Roll-off and luggers trucks primarily service industrial and commercial customers.
- Roll-off bins are used by customers where volume is needed (i.e. construction and demolition waste), and lugger bins are used for more industrial applications (foundry sands and wastes).